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Abstract

This paper addresses the Cramer-Rao bound calculation for channel parameter estimation in impulse radio

ultra-wide band systems. We consider a time-hopping code scheme with binary pulse position and pulse amplitude

modulation formats. We first derive in closed-form the (resp. modified) Cramer-Rao bound for the multipath

channel parameters in the data-aided (resp. non-data-aided) context. Unlike existing methods, the calculations are

derived taking into account the overlapping between signalechoes due to multipaths. We illustrate the benefit of

taking into account the overlapping assumption on realistic channel propagation environment. Simulations show

that the Cramer-Rao bound using the non-overlapping assumption clearly overestimate the performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the last decade, impulse radio ultra-wide band (IR-UWB)communication systems have

received increasing interest, for both personal area networks (short range, high data rate) and

sensor networks (long/medium range, low data rate). A lot ofwork has been done on the receiver

design and the multiple-access performance analysis [1], [2], assuming perfect knowledge of the

propagation channel at the receiver side. Several papers focus on channel estimator design based

on maximum-likelihood (ML) [3], [4] or bases on ad hoc methods [5], [6].

In the literature, only a few papers address the evaluation of the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB)

in closed-form [7], [8], [9], [10]. CRB derivations for the channel parameters in the context of

TH-IR-UWB have been addressed in the data-aided (DA) context [7], [8], [9] and in the non-

data-aided (NDA) context [10]. In [7], a single path channelis considered, and in the other

papers, the computations are derived assuming that the pulses of the multipaths do not overlap.

In [10], the so-calledtrueCRB in the NDA context is expressed in closed-form, assumingnon-

overlapping pulses and other restrictive assumptions on the channel delays. In [9], the authors

acknowledge that the non-overlapping assumption does not hold all the time. They show that

the CRB calculated without the non-overlapping assumptionis always greater than the CRB

evaluated under the overlapping one, without providing closed-form expressions for the later

case though.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to derive in closed-form the CRB of the channel pa-

rameter estimation (attenuations and delays) under the overlapping assumption for TH-IR-UWB

systems using PAM and PPM formats. The derivations are done both in the DA and NDA con-

texts. Notice that in the NDA context, we address the so-calledModifiedCRB (MCRB) [11].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we present the signal model, the CRB defini-

tion as well as some preliminary derivations. Section III introduces the main contribution of this

paper since the Fisher information matrix is derived in closed-form whether the paths overlap or

not. In section IV, we compare the numerical values of both CRBs in order to observe the influ-

ence of the overlapping path assumption on the performance.We also compare the CRB with

the performance of some existing estimation algorithms. Concluding remarks and perspectives

are drawn in Section V.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We consider that the received signaly(t) takes the following form

y(t) =

L
∑

l=1

Als(t − τl) + w(t)

wheres(t) represents the UWB signal waveform of the user of interest. The noisew(t) is as-

sumed to be white and Gaussian with varianceσ2 = E[w(t)2] = N0/2. The noise represents the

thermal noise in the single carrier case and can also approximate the multiple access interference

in the multiuser case when conditions are met [12], [13]. Thepropagation channel response is

modeled with Dirac functions as done in recent papers [14], [4]. The parametersAl andτl corre-

spond to the attenuation and the delay of thelth path respectively and need to be estimated. The

attenuations and the delays are stacked inA = [A1, · · · , AL] andτ = [τ1, · · · , τL] respectively.

In previous works, authors usually assume that the maximum delay τL is less than a symbol

duration in order to simplify the computation [2], [4], [10]. However, this assumption does not

hold in high data rate scenario and in dense multipath channels with long delay spread. Conse-

quently, in the following we will consider no constraint on the maximum delay and inter-symbol

interference may occur.

.0.a PPM format. The UWB waveform using binary PPM can be defined as follows

s(t) =
M−1
∑

i=0

b(t − iNfTf − di∆) (1)

whereM is the number of transmit symbolsdi ∈ {0, 1}. We defined = [d0, · · · , dM−1]. In the

DA context,d is known at the receiver and thus is referred to as the training sequence. In NDA

context, the symbols are assumed to be unknown, independentand identically distributed (i.i.d.),

and equally likely distributed,i.e. Pr{di = 0} = Pr{di = 1} = 0.5. The variable∆ represents

the PPM delay shift,Nf is the number of frame per symbol andTf is the frame duration. The

super frame, composed ofNf frames is structured as follows:

b(t) =

Nf−1
∑

j=0

g(t− jTf − c̃jTc) (2)
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whereTc is the chip duration,Tf = NcTc with Nc the number of chips per frame,̃cj ∈

{0, · · · , Nc − 1} the time-hopping code of thejth frame, andg(t) is the received pulse1 with

time duration[0, Tg) whereTg < Tc. Notice that we use the conventional assumption,0 < ∆ <

Tc − Tg, i.e., the pulse duration associated with the transmit bit (whatever its value) remains

inside the current chip duration.

.0.b PAM format. For the PAM format, the transmit signal takes the following form

s(t) =
M−1
∑

i=0

dib(t − iNfTf ) (3)

wheredi ∈ {−1, +1} are the PAM symbols. In the NDA context, the symbols are assumed to

be unknown, i.i.d., and equally likely distributed.

In the sequel, we firstly consider the DA case. We will see later that the NDA case can be

treated similarly. In order to derive the CRB, we now introduce the likelihood function of the

parameter of interestA, τ , and the corresponding Fisher information matrix (FIM). Sinced is

deterministic (DA context), the likelihood is thus given by:

Λd(A, τ ) ∝ exp







−
1

N0

∫

I

[

y(t) −

L
∑

l=0

Als(t − τl)

]2

dt







(4)

whereI = [0, MNfTf ) represents the observation duration window.

We now define the Fisher information component for parameters (θl, θk) as follows

J(θl, θk) = −Ey

[

∂2lnΛd(A, τ )

∂θl∂θk

]

(5)

with θ = [A, τ ]. Replacing (4) back in (5) leads to the following result after straightforward

algebraic manipulations:

J(Al, Ak) =
2

N0
f

(k,l)
1

J(Al, τk) = −
2Ak

N0
f

(l,k)
2

J(τl, τk) =
2AkAl

N0
f

(k,l)
3

1this pulse encompasses the transmit pulse, the transmit front-end, and the receive front-end and is assumed to be known at

the receiver side
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where

f
(k,l)
1 =

∫

I

s(t − τk)s(t − τl)dt

f
(k,l)
2 =

∫

I

s(t − τk)s
′(t − τl)dt

f
(k,l)
3 =

∫

I

s′(t − τk)s
′(t − τl)dt

with s′(t) the first derivative function oft 7→ s(t).

One can notice that the previous expressions have been obtained without any particular as-

sumption on the transmit signals(t). In the previous works [7], [8], [10], the authors consider

thatf (k,l)
m = 0 whenk 6= l, which is equivalent to make the non-overlapping assumption. In that

case, the FIM turns out to be a diagonal matrix and only the termsf
(k,l)
m for k = l need to be

evaluated which makes the CRB derivations much easier than when assuming non-overlapping

assumption.

In the next section, we derive closed-form expressions forf
(k,l)
m ∀ k, l by replacings(t) with

its UWB expression and considering the overlapping assumption.

III. CRAMER-RAO BOUND DERIVATIONS

In this section we expose in details the CRB derivation for the PPM format. Results for the

PAM format can be obtained similarly and will be given at the end of the section.

The derivation off (k,l)
m expressions is facilitated thanks to the so-calleddeveloped codein-

troduced in [16]. The developed code is a nice tool and a relevant way for describing the time-

hopping code by putting the code contribution outside the argument of the pulse, thus allowing to

derive simple closed-form expressions. Let us now recall the notion of developed code. The in-

teger̃cj represents the chip number in which the signal has been put inthejth frame, and belongs

to the set{0, · · · , Nc − 1}. As in [16], we now consider the vectorcj = [cj(0), · · · , cj(Nc − 1)]

of size1 × Nc described as follows:

cj(i) =







1 if i = c̃j

0 otherwise
.

Both c̃j and the developed codecj contain the same information. Instead of providing the

number of the occupied chip, the developed code indicates whether the pulse belongs to the chip
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(if the value is equal to1) or not (if the value is equal to0). Finally, we concatenate all the

vectorscj into the following1×NfNc vectorc = [c0, · · · , cNf−1]. The entries ofc are defined

as follows{c(j)}0≤j<NfNc
. According to the developed code,b(t) takes now the following form

b(t) =

Nf Nc−1
∑

j=0

c(j)g(t− jTc).

Before going further, we need to decompose the path difference as follows

τk − τl = Qk,lNfTf + qk,lTc + εk,l (6)

with Qk,l = int[(τk−τl)/NfTf ] andqk,l = int[(τk−τl−Qk,lNfTf)/Tc], whereint[x] is the floor

integer part ofx defined byint[x] ≤ x < int[x]+ 1, and whereεk,l represents the remainder. By

definition, we haveqk,l ∈ {0, · · · , NcNf − 1}, andεk,l ∈ [0, Tc). Moreover, the termsQk,l, qk,l,

andεk,l depend on(τk − τl) even if this dependency is not mentioned in the sequel. Moreover

we can reasonnably assume thatQk,l ∈ {−M, M − 1}, that is to say that, the maximum delay

is smaller than the observation window duration. Unlike usually done [2], [4], [10], we do not

constraint the maximum delay to be less than the symbol duration.

The decomposition (6) enables us to treat the problem of the overlapping case more easily.

The path difference is split into three terms describing different order of granularity: the first

one deals with the overlapping due to the shift between symbols (given byQk,l); the second one

deals with the overlapping due to the shift between chips (given byqk,l); and the third one deals

with the position inside the considered chips (given byεk,l).

In Appendix, we establish the following property which provides a closed-form expression

for the FIM in the DA context.

Property 1: If aPPM format is used and since the time support ofs → rm(s) is smaller than

Tc and∆ < Tc − Tg, we get

f (k,l)
m = M

[

C−(qk,l)Am(εk,l)

+ C−(qk,l + 1)Am(εk,l − Tc)

+ C+(qk,l)Bm(εk,l)

+ C+(qk,l + 1)Bm(εk,l − Tc)
]

(7)
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with

C−(q) =

q−1
∑

k=0

c(k)c(k − q). (8)

C+(q) =

NcNf−1
∑

k=q

c(k)c(k − q). (9)

and with

Am(εk,l) =
1

M

M−1
∑

i=0

rm(εk,l + ∆(di−Qk,l−1 − di))

Bm(εk,l) =
1

M

M−1
∑

i=0

rm(εk,l + ∆(di−Qk,l
− di))

whereQk,l, qk,l, andεk,l are defined in (6).

The FIM calculation in closed-form for the PAM format can be done in a similar way and is

summarized in the following property.

Property 2: If aPAM format is used and since the time support ofs → rm(s) is smaller than

Tc, we get

f (k,l)
m = M

[

C−(qk,l)Ãm(εk,l)

+ C−(qk,l + 1)Ãm(εk,l − Tc)

+ C+(qk,l)B̃m(εk,l)

+ C+(qk,l + 1)B̃m(εk,l − Tc)
]

(10)

with

Ãm(εk,l) =
1

M

M−1
∑

i=0

di−Qk,l−1dirm(εk,l)

and

B̃m(εk,l) =
1

M

M−1
∑

i=0

di−Qk,l
dirm(εk,l).

The other terms are identical to the ones introduced in Property 1.

It is worth noting that quantitiesC− andC+ can interpreted as the number of pulses colliding

between the two signals with delayτk andτl respectively [17]. Thus, it will be referred to as

“collisions” in the sequel. We can see from Property 1 that the number of collisions between

shifted signals (C− andC+) influences the performance. However, since they are weighted by
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rm(.) functions which have a time duration much smaller than the chip duration, it may happen

that even ifC−(q) (resp.C+(q)) is different from0, its contribution tof̄ (k,l)
m (resp. tof̃ (k,l)

m ) can

be small or even zero. Nevertheless to minimize the off-diagonal terms, it is interesting to avoid

collision by minimizing the maximum ofC− andC+ as done in [18] in the context of multi-user

interference.

Let I1 = [Tg, ∆ − Tg], I2 = [Tg + ∆, Tc − Tg − ∆], andI3 = [Tc + Tg − ∆, Tc − Tg] be

three intervals. After simple algebraic manipulations, for PPM format, one can prove that, if

εk,l ∈ I1, or if εk,l ∈ I2, or if εk,l ∈ I3, for all (k, l), then we do not encounter any overlapping.

Notice that, when∆ < Tg, the above condition for non-overlapping simplifies because intervals

I1 andI3 become empty. For PAM format, we can ensure that both echoesτk et τl do not lead

to collision if εk,l ∈ I4 = [Tg, Tc − Tg]. In such a case, the non-diagonal terms of the FIM are

thus equal to zero.

In case of absence of overlapping, the termsf
(k,l)
m are zero as soon ask is different froml and

thus, the only remaining terms to calculate aref
(k,k)
m . In such a case, we haveQk,k = 0, qk,k = 0,

andεk,k = 0. Then (7) and (10) lead to the same following simple equation

f (k,k)
m = MNfEm (11)

with

E1 =

∫

g(t)g(t)dt

E2 =

∫

g(t)g′(t)dt

E3 =

∫

g′(t)g′(t)dt.

Notice that (11) holds for the PPM as well as for the PAM format. One can remark that the

performance does not depend on the training sequence in the DA scheme. Consequently, we get

CRB(Al) =
N0

MNf

E3

2(E1E3 − E2
2)

(12)

CRB(τl) =
N0

MNf

E1

2A2
l (E1E3 − E2

2)
. (13)

The two previous expressions were already provided in [7], [8], [9], [19], which shows, as ex-

pected, that our general CRB expression encompasses the non-overlapping case as well. More-

over, we can also interpret the non-overlapping case as the single path case (L = 1) since
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each path is not disturbed by the other paths due to the orthogonality between all the paths.

Consequently, the derivations boil down to those performedfor amplitude and symbol timing

estimations in the context of linearly modulated signal [20], [11].

In the NDA context, the true CRB is often untractable and is often replaced with the modified

CRB [11]. The modified CRB is equal to the inversion of the modified Fisher Information Matrix

defined as the mathematical expectation of Eq. (5) over the data sequenced. Consequently the

derivations obtained in DA context can be easily adapted to NDA context by averagingf (k,l)

over data sequenced.

Notice that, in some cases, the true CRB can be derived approximately with high accuracy.

At high signal to noise ration (SNR), when the so-called parameters of nuisance (herein, the

symbol sequence) belong to a discrete set, it is well known that the modified CRB tends toward

the true CRB [21]. Our modified CRB is thus close to the true CRBat high SNR. At low SNR,

derivations for the true CRB can be achieved by the well-known approach mentioned in [20] and

[4] which consists in replacing the exponential function with its second-order polynomial series

expansion in (4). Finally, in [10], a closed-form expression for the true CRB is given for any

SNR. Nevertheless, the derivations hold only under very restrictive conditions on the maximum

delay and under the non-overlapping assumption.

IV. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the CRB in the DA context. The displayed CRB has

been averaged over the time-hopping code sequence and over the training sequence assumed to

be a pseudo-random white binary sequence.

For each figure, we plot the CRB which takes into account the possible paths overlapping

for various model of channels and the (simplified) CRB which does not take into account the

overlapping.

The design parameters of the UWB system are chosen as follows: Nc = 4, Nf = 2, Tc = 2 ns

andTw = 1 ns. The pulse shape is the second derivative of the Gaussian function [4]. We

have considered a2-PAM constellation. Unless specified, the SNR (Eb/N0) and the number of

superframe (M) are equal to10 dB and100 respectively.

In Fig. 1, we consider an academic context: two paths with amplitudesA1 = 1 andA2 =

0.5, and with delaysτ1 = 0 and τ2 = δτ . We focus on the estimation of the first pathτ1.
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More precisely, we plot the CRB without taking into account the echoes overlap, the CRB with

taking into account the possible overlap between echoes, and the normalized mean square error

(MSE) of the estimate introduced in [4]. This estimate corresponds to the ML in the absence of

overlapping. The normalized MSE stands for the MSE divided by T 2
g .

We observe that the difference between both CRBs occurs whenthe time difference between

two echoes is less than half the pulse duration. We also remark the ML-like estimate is far way

from the optimal performance in case of strong overlap.

We now want to know if the situation for which the overlappingcan not be neglected (i.e.,

for which there exists small time difference between two paths) appears sufficiently often in

a realistic model of channel for disturbing notably the estimation performance. Therefore, in

the rest of this section, we consider the standard model usedin IEEE test environment and

introduced by Molish in [14], [15]. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only one cluster, then

we recall that the difference between two consecutive delays satisfies an exponential distribution

with parameterλ. The parameterλ obviously represents the path density since the mean time

difference between two echoes is actually equal to1/λ. Finally, the amplitudes are obtained

asAl = ale
−τl/γ whereal can be decomposed as the following productal = plbl with pl ∈

{−1, +1} an equally distributed binary process andbl a log-normal process. One can notice that

the parameterγ is the root mean square delay spread. Moreover, the paths obey the following

normalization condition
∑L

l=1 γ2
l = 1. For the Molish’s channel model, we consider two sets of

parameters: on one hand, the setγ = 4.3ns andλ = 2.5ns−1 (1/λ = 0.4ns) associated with the

so-called CM1 channel, and on the other hand, the setγ = 6.7ns andλ = 0.5ns−1 (1/λ = 2ns)

associated with the so-called CM2 model and also introducedin [22]. On Fig. 1, we observe

that if the time difference between two paths is smaller than0.1 ns, then the estimation error is

of order of that time difference and any estimation procedure wil be able to distinguish one path

from another one. Therefore we have discarded too close adjacent paths (smaller than0.1 ns)

as well as the paths associated with too small magnitude (smaller than10−2). The curves are

averaged over1000 Monte-Carlo trials for which the paths are modified at each run.

In order to handle all the paths, we sum the Cramer-Rao bound in the following way CRB(τ ) =

1
L

∑L
l=1 CRB(τl). Notice that we focus on delay estimation rather than on amplitude estimation

because it is a more crucial issue for system performance. Obviously, the CRB on delay param-
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eter takes into account the amplitude estimation step.

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the MSE are plotted versusEb/N0 andλ respectively. We notice that the

performance for CM2 model is almost insensitive to overlapping. In contrast, there is a gap for

the CM1 model. Actually, according to the value ofλ, CM1 model leads to several close paths

since the main time difference between two echoes is less than half a pulse duration whereas

the time difference between two consecutive paths is much larger for the CM2 model. As a

conclusion, we can see that the overlapping degrades dramatically the performance if the time

difference is much less thanTg, which may occur in realistic situations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have derived in closed-form expression theCRB for the delay and the atten-

uation of each path of the UWB propagation channel. Unlike existing literature, the derivations

had taken into account the possible overlap between different paths. In the simulation part, we

have observed that the estimation performance obtained in standard channel model needed the

assumption of overlap between echoes to be valid.

APPENDIX

After algebraic manipulations relying on (1), we obtain:

f (k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i1,i2=0

Nf Nc−1
∑

j1,j2=0

c(j1)c(j2)

× rm(δiNfTf + δjTc + ∆(di1 − di2) + τk − τl)

with δi = i1 − i2, δj = j1 − j2 and

r1(τ) =

∫

g(t− τ)g(t)dt

r2(τ) =

∫

g(t − τ)g′(t)dt

r3(τ) =

∫

g′(t − τ)g′(t)dt.

By using (6), we get

f (k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i1,i2=0

Nf Nc−1
∑

j1,j2=0

c(j1)c(j2)rm((δi + Qk,l)NfTf

+(δj + qk,l)Tc + ∆(di1 − di2) + εk,l). (14)
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Inasmuch as the support ofτ 7→ rm(τ) is (−Tg, Tg), a lot of terms in (14) are zero since the

termrm((δi + Qk,l)NfTf + (δj + qk,l)Tc + ∆(di1 − di2) + εk,l) is different from0 if and only if

−Tg < (δi + Qk,l)NfTf + (δj + qk,l)Tc + ∆(di1 − di2) + εk,l < Tg. (15)

We recall that

−∆ ≤ ∆(di1 − di2) ≤ ∆

−NcNf + 1 ≤ δj + qk,l ≤ 2NcNf − 1

and

0 < εk,l < Tc.

Consequently, by replacing∆(di1 − di2), δj + qk,l andεk,l with their upper and lower bounds

in (15), we obtain that

−Tg − ∆ − 2NfTf + Tc < (δi + Qk,l)NfTf ≤ NfTf − Tc + ∆ + Tg

i.e.,

−2 +
Tc − ∆ − Tg

NfTf
< δi + Qk,l ≤ 1 −

Tc − ∆ − Tg

NfTf
.

As the PPM shift∆ is smaller thanTc − Tg, we get the following constraint on the summation

indicesi1 andi2:

−2 < δi + Qk,l < 1

which implies that

i1 − i2 = −Qk,l − 1 or i1 − i2 = −Qk,l.

Therefore, expression (14) can be decomposed as follows:

f (k,l)
m = f̄ (k,l)

m + f̃ (k,l)
m

with

f̄ (k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i2=0

NcNf−1
∑

j1,j2=0

c(j1)c(j2)rm

(

− NfTf

+(δj + qk,l)Tc + ∆(di2−Qk,l−1 − di2) + εk,l

)
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which corresponds to the summation overi1 andi2 with the constrainti1 − i2 = −Qk,l − 1 and

with

f̃ (k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i2=0

NcNf−1
∑

j1,j2=0

c(j1)c(j2)rm

(

(δj + qk,l)Tc

+∆(di2−Qk,l
− di2) + εk,l

)

which corresponds to the summation overi1 et i2 with the constrainti1 − i2 = −Qk,l.

Let us consider first the calculation of̄f
(k,ℓ)
m . As i1 − i2 = −Qk,l − 1, the constraint (15) can

be simplified in the following way

−Tg ≤ (δj + qk,l − NcNf)Tc + ∆(di2−Qk,l−1 − di2) + εk,l ≤ Tg.

SinceTg is assumed smaller thanTc and∆ smaller thanTc − Tg, we get

−2 < δj + qk,l − NcNf < 1

which implies that

f̄ (k,l)
m = g(k,l)

m + h(k,l)
m

whereg
(k,l)
m is the term associated with the summation overj1 andj2, satisfying the constraint

j1 − j2 + qk,l − NcNf = 0 and whereh(k,ℓ)
m is the term associated with the summation overj1

andj2, satisfying the constraintj1 − j2 + qk,l − NcNf = −1.

Thus, we have

g(k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i=0

NcNf−1
∑

j1=NcNf−qk,l

c(j1)c(j1 + qk,l − NcNf)

rm

(

∆(di−Qk,l−1 − di) + εk,l

)

.

By settingj = j1 + qk,l − NcNf , we obtain

g(k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i=0

qk,l−1
∑

j=0

c(j + NcNf − qk,l)c(j)

rm

(

∆(di−Qk,l−1 − di) + εk,l

)

.

Thanks to the codes’ periodicity, we can write the followingresult

g(k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i=0

C−(qk,l)rm

(

∆(di−Qk,l−1 − di) + εk,l

)

(16)
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In the same way, we can show that

h(k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i=0

C−(qk,l + 1)

rm

(

∆(di−Qk,l−1 − di) − Tc + εk,l

)

. (17)

The calculation of thẽf (k,l)
m can be achieved similarly and leads to the following expression

f̃ (k,l)
m =

M−1
∑

i=0

C+(qk,l)rm(∆(di−Qk,l
− di) + εk,l)

+

M−1
∑

i=0

C+(qk,l + 1)

rm(∆(di−Qk,l
− di) − Tc + εk,l) (18)

By merging (16), (17), and (18), we conclude the proof.
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Fig. 1. CRB(τ)|τ=0 versusδτ
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